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About me

• PhD in neuroscience

• CEO/Co-founder of Dataro

• Lover of fundraising data

• Recently moved to San Francisco

👋 Currently at Bridge Conference in D.C.



Agenda

🤖 AI masterclass

💪 What should you (not) do with it?

❤️ Share real world examples

🏃♀️ Help you get started



What is the future of AI?

"Nothing can replace me" "Humans need not apply"



The 4 W's (and H) of fundraising

Who

When

Why

How

What



Donor 123 

Now, Next year, Thursdays?

Prospect, Upgrade, Convert?

Mail, Phone, Email, SMS?

Emotional, Actionable, etc

Who

When

Why

How

What

The 4 W's (and H) of fundraising



How often do you use AI
(like Chat GPT?)

• Every week
• Every month
• One or twice
• Never



Our fundraising community

are using ChatGPT in their 

fundraising work

73% of fundraisers



Are you making the most 
of AI in fundraising?

• Yes - I'm confident!
• Not sure / maybe 
• No
• I don't use it enough to know



in their use of ChatGPT for 

fundraising work

Only 25% are confident

Our fundraising community



PART ONE

10x AI principles 
(in 10 minutes or less)



1. AI is like an onion

Artificial Intelligence (AI)

Machine Learning (ML)

Deep Learning 

(DL)

Large Language Models 

(LLMs i.e. GPT)



Predictive AI

2. Two types of AI

Generative AI
• Generates predictions
• Requires lots of data
• Learns from your data
• Better for tasks that 

require accuracy

• Generates new content

• Requires only user input

• Already learnt from other data 

• Better for tasks that require 

creativity or speed



3. Predictive AI

=
Machine Learning 

(ML)
=

Pattern analysis



4. Input to ML is historical data

To predict which donor is likely to give to an appeal... 

a machine learning model will:
•  Look at their entire donor journey (eg acquisition channel, age gender, 

payment methods, giving history etc)

•  Look at patterns of events leading up to giving (eg commonly gives at end of 

year)

•  Use these patterns or 'model' to predict future behaviour (eg they are likely 

to give again at end of year)



5. Output of ML is future predictions

High LTV

Acquisition: Telethon

Engaged in email

99%

Likelihood to 

become a recurring giver

Age: 37

Last gift: Recent

Gift size increasing
Date: July



6. Generative AI

=
Large Language Models 

(LLM)
=

Chat GPT



7. Large Huge Language 
Models

+100s GB words



What is the next word in this ______________

8. LLMs are predicting the next word



9. It can model more than the next word



...it can also represent images



... and audio



... and video

(not yet)



10. If AI were students?

The student who has 

studied just 1 subject and 

takes the test over and over 

again to keep getting 

better...

The student who reads all 

the text books but never 

went to class....

so doesn't always know 

what is right and wrong!

Predictive AI Generative AI



PART TWO

Using AI in fundraising 



Answering the 4 W's (and H)

Who

When

Why

How

What



Answering the 4 W's (and H)

Predictive AI

Generative AI

Who

When

Why

How

What



Current fundraising programs 
treat the donor like a segment



Current fundraising programs 
treat the donor like a segment

Gave a gift in past 3 months



Current fundraising programs 
treat the donor like a segment

Gave a gift in past 3 months



Let's treat them like individuals



Most likely to convertUnlikely to convert

Likely to give 
$58

Most receptive to mail

Let's treat them like individuals



from this... ...to this

Most likely to convertUnlikely to convert

Likely to give $58 Most receptive to mail



ML in the wild



The 4 W's (and H)

Bruce

Now!

Give a gift

Email with $50 ask

?

Who

When

Why

How

What

95%

Likelihood to 

give

Predictive AI



10 ways to use Predictive AI
• Who will give to your next appeal?
• Who will become a mid-value donors?
• Who is a good major donor prospect?
• Who is likely to convert to a monthly donor?
• Who will leave a legacy gift?
• Who will upgrade their gift?
• Who will reactivate?
• How much is the best gift amount?
• Which channel will they most likely respond to?
• What is the optimum campaign size?



Bruce

Now!

Give a gift

Email with $50 ask

?

Who

When

Why

How

What

95%

Likelihood to 

give

Predictive AI

Generative AI

The 4 W's (and H)



Marketing automation has lead to an increase 
in quantity of communications, but it has not 

improved quality

Quality Quantity



To improve "what" we say, we need to solve 
these two problems

• Good communication takes time
• Good communication is targeted



The most popular use of 
generative AI 

is in creating new content



Create Content



Create Content



Tailor to different channels



Tailor to donor segments



Create content drafts or craft entire multi-channel journeys for:
• Thank you messages
• Monthly donor conversion, upgrade and reactivation journeys
• Mid-donor stewardship
• Annual/Appeal asks

Enhance existing fundraising communications:
• Find errors
• Translate between languages
• Tailor to segments
• Convert to other channels

What else can you do?



PART THREE

Real world examples



We've deployed AI at hundreds of nonprofit organizations



• Experiment to study the effect of 

pro-active retention calling 

• Thank you phone call to donors 

most likely to churn 

• Over 9 month period 2.5 times 

more likely to cancel their 

recurring gifts if not called 

• ROI of 10.58x

Case study Reducing monthly
donor churn

Control Test

30 

20 

10 

0 

25.86

%

10.38%



FROM THE FRONT LINES OF A 
RETENTION CAMPAIGN

"I just spoke to [Amy] and she made a point 

of saying that we are the only charity who 

rang her throughout COVID and thanked 

her for her generosity and support. [Amy] 

donates to multiple charities who have all 

rung her and asked for more money. 

She said because of that, she has cancelled 

her support of other charities and 

continued to support [our charity]"



By using predictive AI, organisations can achieve results like:

• Receiving >$500k additional gifts for Appeals program over 12months
• Decreasing monthly donor churn by 15%
• Identifying additional $266k of mid-value donations in a single appeal
• Increasing monthly donor conversion response by 2x
• Increasing monthly donor reactivation rates by 2.5x
• Increasing major donor revenue by 15%

https://dataro.io/case-studies/                            

Case study highlights



RESPONSES TO OUR 
GENERATIVE AI

"OMG! In 2 mins we have 90% of what we 

need. With only have to put 10% of the 

effort"

"It came up with some really lovely 

wording, definitely something in every 

version that was lovely and I would use"



Predictive AI

In Summary

Generative AI
• Generates predictions
• Requires lots of data
• Learns from your data
• Better for tasks that require 

accuracy
  + More efficient campaigns
    + More gifts
    + Less wastage
    + Happier donors

• Generates new content
• Requires only user input
• Already learnt from other 

data (typically)
• Better for tasks that require 

creativity or speed
    + Save time
    + More relevant content
    + Happier donors



PART FOUR

How to get started



There are 1000's of AI tools



Dataro is the only software 
built specifically for nonprofit fundraising

 that contains both 
Predictive and Generative AI 



Get started for free 
www.app.dataro.io



AI Assist
(Generative AI)

Generate new ideas

Write first drafts

Email subject lines

Personalize donor comms

Helping you
do more

fundraising

7 DAYS 
FREE



Recommendations

• Predictive AI needs lots of data 
(at least 10,000 donors (total, 
not active) and >2 years of 
historical data).

• Predictive AI requires oversight 
and should not be left 
unchecked. Lean on support if 
you are not confident in this

• Generative AI can hallucinate 
things that are not real / true. Be 
sure to fact check

• Generative AI can mirror society's 
biases (inc racial, gender etc). 
Check output for bias.

• Some things unresolved 
        (incl attribution and copyright)

Generative AIPredictive AI



Thank you!

"AI can accurately predict the 

next step on your donors 

journey so you know who to 

reach out to, when, why, how 

and what to say!"

Tim Paris
tim@dataro.io

Final thoughts Try for free

www.app.dataro.io

AI AssistDataro Predict

99%

Likelihood to 

become a recurring giver

(Predictive AI) (Generative AI)



Bonus: AI in fundraising (coming soon)
Powerful technology I wouldn't recommend deploying (yet)

Video generationDonor chat (online, 
voice, sms)Image creation

• Instant stock photos with brand
• Images tailored to donors interests

• Chatbots using real voices to cut 
costs and increase engagement

• Online Q&A for donor support

• Create custom brand and 
impact videos quickly and easily

Thanks Tim



Bonus: AI in fundraising (coming soon)
Analyze your donor data in natural language



AI Agents 

Bonus: AI in fundraising (coming soon)
Agents you can give goals to achieve, not tasks to complete
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